Title: "Kinetic Energy Finned Projectile Aerodynamic Heating Measurements"

Second Interim Report

Designing of the models is finished.
A sketch of the models is shown in Fig. 1, all dimensions are given in mm.
Machining initially planned for March, has been shifted for priority reasons in the metal shop, and is now due in May.

Three forebodies (Fig. 2) can be screwed to the model or, for observation of the nose region, to a short sting mounted in the model support of the Ludwieg tube. The fins will be glued into slits in the main support sting. All parts except the two stings will be machined from Plexiglas®.

Due to windtunnel occupancy the first testing on the model cannot start before September 1988.
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C-Ring: 415
Sebammenung: OR 10-2
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